PinPoint Food & Beverage Newsletter
Food delivery services have impacted the way consumers think about grocery shopping. The main selling
points are: less waste, convenience, and simplicity. “Consumers want the affordability, abundance and access
of the existing system, but they also want authenticity, food that has been the fruit of labor, and that ties into
culinary traditions of the past as well as offering new ideas,” writes Teresa Novellino from the New York Business Journal. Food delivery services including, Blue Apron and Hello Fresh, have tackled the challenge of finding a balance between innovation and tradition for consumers. Blue Apron offers meal plans and delivers
fresh, pre- measured ingredients and step-by-step recipes directly to the consumer. In a little over three years
since the company was launched, it delivers over 5 million meals per month to 80% of the country and was recently valued at nearly $2 billion dollars.
Food delivery services like these companies use suppliers that are farmer and family-run businesses instead of
the large food distributors. This allows for more control of the quality as well as negotiation of prices for typically expensive local and organic products. For example, Hello Fresh has partnered with multiple suppliers
around the country including Growers Express, one of the largest produce suppliers in the nation, and Del Ray
Avocado, a smaller family owned and operated avocado farm in California. The use of these small and local
companies allows for fresh, seasonal products that are pre-proportioned for delivery. This eliminates waste for
the consumer. Sourcing large grocery leads to a lot of waste, which ultimately contributes to higher costs for
the consumer. With food delivery services continuing to gain share the demand for local, smaller, more nimble
suppliers is only going to grow .

Current Highlighted Searches
•
•
•

Site Manager– Flavor & Ingredients Manufacturer– Wisconsin
Contract Manufacturing Sales Director- Leading Nutraceutical Manufacturer– Remote
Quality Manager – Ingredients Manufacturer– Oregon

Recently Filled Positions
•
•
•

Key Account Manager– Flavor & Ingredients Manufacturer– Arizona
VP Strategic Sourcing- Nutritional Supplement– Arizona
SVP Operations – Nutritional Supplement Manufacturer– Arizona

Food and Beverage Team
Mark is the Managing Director of PinPoint Solutions and leads the
contingency search division for the company. He has worked in
the Executive Search industry since 1995. He spent the first 10
years of his career with the professional recruiting division of
Spherion Corporation. After working his way up, Mark became
the Managing Director for Spherion’s Professional Services operation in Greenville, SC. Mark left Spherion after 10 years to join
PinPoint Solutions in 2005 to develop the contingency recruiting
capability of the firm. He now runs his own desk in addition to
managing the contingency recruiting team. Mark has placed professionals from the individual contributor level up to senior vice
president and he has worked across a wide variety of industries
during his time in the recruiting industry. You can reach Mark at
Mark@pin-pointsolutions.com or via phone 864-271-2212 to discuss needs you may have.

Elisa Edmondson began her career with PinPoint in July of 2015
after graduating from Furman University in May of that year with
a Bachelor’s degree in Communication Studies. Elisa initially
joined PinPoint exclusively supporting a Fortune 500 Tier 1 Automotive Supplier to augment hiring and marketing activity via social media. Thereafter, Elisa joined the contingency automotive
recruiting team. After filling roles in Finance, Production Management, and Quality throughout her time with PinPoint, Elisa
looks forward to extending her experience with food and beverage manufacturers .

Check out our WEBSITE and Practice Area page LinkedIn

Our Services
Our search firm operates under two divisions, and we are excited to announce that we have acquired Scarlett
Surveys, a leader in employee engagement and customer satisfaction surveys.

